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Peer emotions on display
at 12th biannual Poetry Slam

Jacquelyn Voghel
News Manager

Last
Thursday,
students
gathered in the College of
Arts and Sciences for a night
of impassioned spoken word
poetry at the University’s Grand
Poetry Slam.
The Slam, a biannual event, is
now in its sixth year and marking
its twelfth occurrence. The
Grand Poetry Slam, however,
marks the first time that alumni
were called back to compete
alongside current students,
with 11 students competing
against each other and the six
alumni. The Grand Poetry Slam
was held in partnership with
Pride Week, and in memory of
student poet Perry Maltese ‘15.
Karen
Bilotti,
Associate
Director of Tutorial Support
Services explained that the idea
of bringing back past slammers
arose from the prominent legacy
left behind by alumni.
“I feel as though we’ve built
something really special,”
Bilotti said. “That ‘something
special’ is built on the
foundation of students who
really committed themselves
to the slam, and really loved
being able to use their voices
and their creativity to reach
endorsements

University first to partner with
Zero: 2016 in endorsement

RJ Scofield
News Editor

The University has partnered
with the Rhode Island Coalition’s
Zero: 2016 campaign in a very
official way. RWU has become
the first University in the state
to offer an organizational
endorsement in regards to the
aforementioned
campaign
that works to essentially end
homelessness in Rhode Island.
“It’s a national initiative,”
said Collection Management
Librarian Christine Fagan, who
facilitated the endorsement,
“and we are one of five states
that applied to join it. Last fall,

we officially became part of that
movement. The mission is to
end homelessness for veterans
by the end of 2015, and for the
chronically homeless by the end
of 2016 in the state of Rhode
Island. Potentially we could be
the first state to achieve this.”
Fagan found the issue to be an
important one upon learning
about it, one that she figured
the University would be perfect
to get involved in.
“I originally became involved
because I’m a liaison from my
church to the Newport County
Citizens To End Homelessness,
and the Rhode Island Coalition
came to give a presentation to

the group, and that’s when I
became aware of the campaign,”
Fagan said. “Prior to that, I
worked in community meal
programs, and that’s where I
actually came to meet members
of the homeless community
or the poor community. They
come to our community meals
to and they’d be our guests, and
I was able to interact with them,
and that interaction kind of
opened my eyes so I said, ‘Okay,
you can’t ignore these people,
and these people need help.’”
Fagan stressed that the

see zero, A3
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The University is the first to partner with the Zero: 2016 to end homelessness in Rhode Island.

PLEASE
RECYCLE

RJ Scofield
News Editor

students and faculty, as well
as special guest judge and
renowned spoken word poet

see slam, A3

see name, A2
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those students who slammed in
the past just what kind of legacy
they’ve established.”
The poets were scored by
a panel consisting of both

Students look
to change
Columbus
Day name

Student Senate has officially
decided to back an initiative
by students for consideration
by the University that would
change the name of Columbus
Day on campus to Indigenous
Peoples’ Day.
The initiative was the result of
collaboration between seniors
Niimo Nix and Erika Johnson
and freshman Parker Lyman, as
well as Student Body President
Tim LeBel who claims this idea
is not brand new.
“This initiative has actually
been a long time coming,”
LeBel said. “The topic of
changing Columbus Day’s
name has been prevalent in
discussion every year since I
was a freshman Senator, and
probably for years before my
time on Senate as well. Most
years, the topic of whether
or not to change Columbus
Day’s name is brought up by
a Senator around the table; it’s
really interesting that we get so
many passionate history buffs
that join Senate, who know
a lot about the actual history
of Christopher Columbus
in regards to the indigenous

Dean Robert Eisinger gives his score as a judge during the biannual Poetry Slam last Thursday.

out to other students and have
that bonding experience. That
foundation was laid out by so
many students over the past six
years, and we wanted to show

senate

events

Autism Awareness
Month brings fun
learning to campus

Kerri Tallman
Herald Contributor
As a part of the University’s
participation
in
National
Autism Awareness Month, the
Inter-Class Council (ICC)
organized several events in the
past couple of weeks.
Autism
is
a
neurodevelopmental disorder
that affects the communication
between people and results in
repetitive patterns of behavior.
Due to the number of people
affected by the disorder, ICC
is bringing awareness through
a series of events that last the
entire month.
The first event, Light It Up
Blue, was held on April 2.
Students, faculty, and staff wore
blue all day to raise awareness
around campus about autism.
This day was nationally
recognized to spread the word
about
Autism,
Asperger’s
syndrome, and other autistic
spectrum disorders.
ICC held Cake-Off, its
second event, this past Saturday
in the Recreation Center’s
Field House. It was open
to all students, faculty, and
locals to raise awareness. The
competition entry fee was
$20, and all proceeds went
toward The Autism Project in
Johnston, R.I. The nonprofit
organization provides training
programs, social skills groups,

and summer camp for those
with Autism.
Participants began creating
their cakes at 4 p.m. with
frosting, candy, and other
toppings.
ICC
provided
contestants with two half sheets
of cake and access to edible
adornments, and set the timer
to 30 minutes. After time was
up, judges perused the Field
House to choose winners for
first, second, and third place.
The main theme of the CakeOff was to represent Autism
and The Autism Project in cake
form. The majority of cakes
resulted in ribbons, puzzle
pieces, animals, and characters
with frosting in red, blue, green,
and yellow. The first place
winner’s cake was a fish made
out of pink frosting, Swedish
Fish candy, and Starbursts.
“ICC put on a great event,”
said freshman Parker Lyman.
“My team with Student Senate
had a great time making our
cake, and it was a fantastic way
to raise money for a worthy
cause.”
Overall, roughly $1,000 was
raised solely from the Cake-Off.
ICC intends on raising a total
of $5,000 this month for The
Autism Project.
“The funds raised and amount
of awareness we have collectively
spread on this campus is truly
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NAME: Peers work
together for change
from page A1

people of America.”
According to Johnson, Nix
was the one who brought the
idea to her and Lyman. The
three then worked together to
create a formal proposal.
“As Student Affairs Committee
Chair, Niimo Nix came to me
with this formal proposal that
she brought to Faculty Senate
and wanted to see if Student
Senate would also support the
change,” Johnson said. “Parker
and I wrote the resolution and
introduced it to Senate where
it was met with passionate yet
mixed views. “
Those mixed views were
prevalent in the close nature
of the final vote tally when the
proposal was presented before
Student Senate.
“The vote on this was close,
nine in support, seven against,
and five abstaining,” Johnson
said, “so we hope this brings
a dialogue on campus about
what this means for us moving
forward. Some sentiment was
brought up in debate about
Italian Heritage, as we by no
means intended to offend
any other heritages with this
resolution, rather pay tribute to
heritages that have a forgotten
past or are no longer heritages
because of actions of Columbus
or other explorers.”
For LeBel, this was not the first
time this year he had heard such
a movement on the subject.
“We discussed this earlier
in the year,” LeBel said, “but
weren’t too sure where to
take the discussion, and [Nix,
Johnson, and Lyman] re-ignited
the passion and discussion on
this topic recently. We were
finally able to put the initiative
into actual terms and word it
into a resolution, which indeed
passed at the Senate meeting
Monday. It’s almost a feeling
of nostalgia to know that this

topic has been brought up and
discussed for so long, and finally
we were able to come together
and pass a resolution showing
our support.”
Though the Senate vote landed
in the group’s favor, there are
still more steps to actually see
the realization of this change.
“The next step would be
delivering this signed resolution
to the registrar and other
administration,” Johnson said,
“and seeing what could be done
to change this name within the
University both orally and in
University correspondences and
the Academic calendar.”
Lyman, on one hand, expects
mixed student reaction from
this important resolution if
passed, yet believes it will
ultimately be worth it.
“I think that student reactions
will be mixed,” Lyman said. “I
know that some of the student
that I have talked to say ‘why
does this matter,’ but others
will see the point and it will
start a conversation. Sure, while
it will still be Columbus Day
off-campus, we are our own
community of four thousand
people. That is a significant
population. Change has to
start somewhere, so why not at
RWU?”
LeBel found this to not only
be a good reflection on Student
Senate, but the student body on
a whole.
“Student Senate passing
a resolution like this is
demonstrating that the student
body wants to advocate for
a more inclusive campus for
all cultures and backgrounds,
and that we want to honor the
history of our campus’s land
and of the Native Americans
of this country,” LeBel said. “It
would be fairly difficult for this
message to be ignored.”

A2

Awesome Autism Month
events to attend
Theme Dinner: Wednesday, April 15

Men’s Lacrosse Game: Wednesday, April 22

Imagine Walk/Family Day: Sunday, April 26

AUTISM: Events shine
spotlight on autism
Awareness through engagement
from page A1
inspirational,” said ICC Senior
Class President Mark Lubin.
“It shows the ability of a small
group of people being able to
fulfill such a large task.”
Lubin is affected by autism
through his brother who lives
with the disorder.
“I was truly able to reflect on
the impact not only on our
school, but my own family as
well,” Lubin said.
On
Wednesday,
Upper
Commons held an autismthemed dinner with makeyour-own cupcakes and ribbonshaped cookies, as well as a
themed cake per usual.

The last men’s lacrosse home
game will be in honor of Autism
Awareness Month on April 22,
where ICC will be selling socks
and food as a part of fundraising
for The Autism Project.
“The team has shown great
enthusiasm toward this, and we
are excited to work with them,”
said ICC Junior Class President
Jim Kelley.
Ending the month will be the
Imagine Walk and Family Day
in Warwick, R.I. on April 26.
The event will be held by The
Autism Project itself from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m., and transportation
will be provided.

“This has been an exciting
month thus far for us [at ICC],”
Kelley said.

Poetry seems to be
an area that students
gravitate to, so we
can use that medium
to shine a light on
[important] issues.
- Candice De Los Reyes
Associate Director of the IC

rachel diep / the hawks ’ herald

Dining Services and Bon Appétit Management Company Foundation Fellow, Sea Sloat, talks about the journey food takes to our plates.

Bon Appetit presents “The Story Behind
the Food” in RWU’s dining hall

Jacquelyn Voghel
News Manager

The University’s community
was invited to learn about the
sources and ethics behind their
meals in Bon Appetit’s “Story
Behind the Food” presentation
on April 13.
Sea Sloat, a Bon Appétit
Management
Company
Foundation Fellow, explained
that Bon Appetit was founded
on the principle of cooking from
scratch. In keeping with this
ideal, Bon Appetit regulates that
20 percent of its food budget
must be spent on products

from farms and artisans within
a 20-mile radius of the campus,
as purchasing food locally is
one of the best ways to ensure
freshness and quality, as well as
humane working conditions.
“Purchasing locally creates a
direct line to where our food
is coming from, so we can
understand how its grown,
what methods are being used,
and how the workers are being
treated, which you don’t get
in a long industrial supply
chain,” Sloat said. “We’re also
supporting local economies
and fostering chef-farmer
relationships, which allows

us to know where our food is
coming from.”
Sloat
explained
that
Bon Appetit follows the
Environmental
Protection
Agency’s food waste hierarchy,
which prioritizes eliminating
food waste at its source. Surplus
food is ideally given to hungry
people through programs such
as the Food Recovery Network,
then given to farmers to feed
their animals, or otherwise
put into a compost. While all
universities handle their food
waste differently, Sloat stated
that food is only put into
landfills as a last resort.

“[Food waste] is a big issue
because 40 percent of all food
that’s produced in the United
States is thrown away,” Sloat
said. “It happens on the farm,
in transportation, in the
supermarket with arbitrary
labels and expiration dates,
in our own homes, and here
in the dining hall. There are
three thousand pounds of food
thrown away every second in the
United States, and meanwhile
one in six Americans are foodinsecure. There’s this crazy
disparity that we have, and we
can do something about it.”
Sloat
held
that
the

presentation’s main objective
was to inform students of
their food sources, as well as
the impact that their actions
have on their community and
environment as a whole.
“I hope people took away
a better idea of where their
food comes from, how they’re
all connected to the food
system, and how we’re all an
active part in the food system
through the choices that we
make,” Sloat said. “It’s not just
for our own personal health,
but also for how those choices
affect the environment and our
communities.”
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Drastic Measures holds ZERO: Attempting
to put an end
annual a cappella showcase
to homelessness
from page A1

liam shuford / the hawks ’ herald
Both Hawkward (top) and Drastic Measures (bottom) sang during the Game of Tones event on Monday.

SLAM: Features
new and
returning poets
from page A1

Staceyann Chin. After all of
the poets performed, the six
highest-scoring poets moved
on to a second round, with
sophomore Dillon Stambaugh
announced as the winner at its
conclusion.
For Stambaugh, the Poetry
Slam is not only an opportunity
to be heard, but also a place to
call home.
“[The Slam] is a voice, a way
to express yourself,” Stambaugh
said. “A lot of times you get
caught up in school and
extracurriculars, and [the Poetry
Slam] is that one night where
you can just really get together,
and regardless of anything that’s
going on in your life, you can
feel loved and you can feel at
home. To me, it’s not about the
competition. A lot of people get
caught up in if you win or if you
place, but it’s all about reaching
out to people and getting your
message heard.”
Stambaugh says he began

participating in the Slam as a
sophomore, but was inspired
to write poetry after attending
the Poetry Slam in the spring
semester of his freshman year.
Stambaugh hopes that current
audience members find a
similar sense of home at the
Poetry Slam, and are perhaps
inspired to participate as poets
themselves.
“Do
not
hold
back,”
Stambaugh said. “People think
they can’t write, but everyone
has a voice. Everyone. You’ve
got to at least try because
you’ll never know. If you’re
considering it, do it, because
you might be nervous, but it’s
the most rewarding feeling to
have people listen to you and
feel your message. Everyone in
the slam in my freshman year
inspired me, and I hope that
these people come out, they
get inspired too, and they start
doing what I do.”

tori bodozian / the hawks ’
Alumni Jesse Ramos (‘14) returns for the biannual Poetry Slam.
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initiative is not a one-shot deal,
but rather one that includes a
number of steps.
“The beauty of this campaign
is that it’s a multi-pronged
effort,” Fagan said, “and there’s
a lot of commitment from
volunteer agencies like churches
and social agencies, and they’ll
collaborate to provide some of
the internal things needed in the
house, like towels and dishes,
things like that. Then there’s
the social service agencies that
provide vocational counseling,
psychological counseling, and
substance abuse counseling –
All those agencies are a piece
in it. The final piece is the
housing vouchers, which is the
government piece that’s part of
this political will. We’re trying
to get the legislature to support
the program by supporting the
housing vouchers, and then the
rest of us fill in the rest. But you
need all three to make it work.”
Fagan found that the
University met her ideas with
almost unanimous support.
“Everywhere I turned, I
got support. From upper
administration, to students,
to faculty, to staff, it was really
very, very strong support. We
worked through residence life,
we worked through Feinstein
Service Learning Program,
we worked through the vet
programs on the campus,”
Fagan said. “President [Donald]
Farish agreed when it was

presented to him. Pete Wilbur
[Vice President of Community
Outreach and Engagement]
was instrumental in this, and
he and his committee were very
supportive when we presented
it to him. And of course Peter
Deekle [Dean of University
Library Services] was very
supportive.”
Farish expressed his support of
the cause in an article published
April 1 in the University’s PDQ
Pulse online.
“At Roger Williams University,
we take seriously our role within
the state to help our military
veterans lead healthy and
successful lives,” Farish said. “It
is our social responsibility to
adopt a leadership position on
critical issues such as addressing
homelessness among our state’s
veterans, and it provides an
opportunity for our students
to see those efforts in action
and how we can all make a
difference close to home.”
Though Fagan recognizes that
eliminating homelessness is a
big goal, she also recognizes it
to be attainable.
“It’s a big concept, but right
now there are 259 chronically
homeless in our state and there
are 276 veterans, and in 2014
the Rhode Island Coalition was
able to house 175 households,
which included 207 adults and
44 children,” Fagan said. “So
this is not out of our range; this
is not impossible.”
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Editorial: Complaints and confusion
Students protest without proof

Alison Rochford
Editor-in-Chief
One of the most popular
topics of conversation on
campus this week seemed to
be Spring Concert tickets, and
the disappointment people felt
about not getting one. That
conversation inevitably led to
the shortcomings of the Campus
Entertainment
Network
(CEN), and eventually the
shortcomings of the University,
as if President Donald Farish
himself were purposely limiting
ticket sales while laughing
maniacally in his office.
It was shocking to me that
people would continuously
blame CEN for not selling
enough tickets, as if this
organization that is run
completely by students for
students wouldn’t do everything
possible to ensure a fun Spring
Weekend for everyone. What’s
worse is hearing students saying
‘why would I get in line at 8:45
to get tickets that go on sale
at 10 a.m.?’ The fact of the

matter is that other students
were determined enough to do
that, and that’s why they have
tickets. People camp outside
of box offices overnight to get
concert tickets elsewhere, and
it wouldn’t kill you to wake up
an hour earlier to get them here.
It’s not CEN’s fault if you chose
not to put in the extra effort.
I don’t know why any of this
comes as a surprise to me. It
seems like every day I hear
students complaining about
what “the University” is doing
wrong, when in reality they
are simply uninformed on the
reasoning behind a specific
department or organization’s
decisions.
One student posted on
Facebook reassuring seniors
who could not get concert
tickets that at least they have
Commencement Ball to look
forward to, but “Oh wait” those
are sold out too. If this student
can find a venue and catering
company that can accommodate
every single senior and all of
their guests in Rhode Island,
I’m sure the Interclass Council

alison rochford/the hawks’ herald

Tickets for the 2015 Spring Concert sold out in record time for Big Sean and Bowling for Soup.

would love to know about it.
Instead of deleting those
emails that seem to flood your
inbox every day, read them. You
would have noticed that you
could reserve a Spring Concert
ticket via email if you were in
class during the hours of sales.
Go to a Student Senate meeting
and you can hear about all
of these decisions that affect

students as they are being
made. Anyone is welcome to
the meetings (6:30 p.m. on
Monday in Senate Chambers in
the Rec. Center). There are so
many ways to stay informed on
campus that there is almost no
excuse for blindly complaining
this way. Before turning to
Facebook with a laundry list
of complaints, do even a small

amount of research. There are
dozens of students who sacrifice
their free time to create your
college experience, and while
none of them are asking for
recognition, none of them
deserve to be treated poorly
simply because you couldn’t
buy a ticket on time.

CEN Spring Concert
controversy
Campus Entertainment Network Public Relations Chair
freshman Bridget Gillis addresses frequently asked questions
about the upcoming Spring Concert, featuring Big Sean and
Bowling for Soup.
Why aren’t Spring Concert tickets sold online?
The overall reason tickets are not sold online is because there
is not technology available to us for a fair system. We do not
do it online because all current systems we have looked at
do not allow us to filter and restrict who can access tickets.
There are several factors as to who is eligible to attend the
spring concert, and there is no technology available to us to
put restrictions on purchasers. Many things can go wrong
when selling tickets online and that would cause many more
problems than a simple system of people waiting for a ticket
in person.
Why do you only sell 1,500 tickets?
The reason that we sell 1,500 tickets while there are more
students who attend RWU is because of fire codes. The Field
House is approved by the State of Rhode Island Fire Marshall
to a max capacity of 1,500 people. It is a huge safety risk, and
illegal to exceed our capacity.
Why don’t you hold the concert outside?
The Town of Bristol has a noise ordinance in which noise
levels cannot exceed a certain volume after a certain time,
we want to be respectful of our surrounding neighbors.
Additionally, the artists that we bring to RWU for the Spring
Concert require advanced audio and lighting production. It
is hard to accommodate this when outside given our budget.
The weather is a factor as well, if we sold tickets for an outside
concert and the weather forced us inside, we would still need
to abide by our original 1,500 ticket restriction.
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Politicians begin announcing candidacies
Ada Furciniti
Herald Contributor
This past Sunday, former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton announced that
she would be seeking the Democratic
nomination for president in 2016.
Clinton made the announcement via a
two-minute video where she stated that
she wanted to be the “champion for
the everyday American,” showing clips
of different people at different points
in their lives, such as a mother sending
her child to school, immigrants starting
a business, and a homosexual couple
getting married. She said that although
people have made great accomplishments
overcoming economic instability, that
“the deck is still stacked in favor of
those on top,” (Clinton is estimated to
have a net worth of between $5 and
$25 million dollars). Clinton served as a
United States Senator representing New
York from 2001 until 2009, when she
began her term as the Secretary of State
where she served under
President Barack Obama
until 2013. Although it is
expected that she will win
the nomination, there
are concerns about how
her deep White House
ties and the Benghazi
investigation will affect
her performance as a
potential president.

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) was the first
candidate to announce that he would
be running for president in 2016. The
former solicitor general for the state of
Texas, Cruz is currently serving his first
term in the Senate after being elected in
2013. As a right wing libertarian, Cruz
is going to have some difficulty gaining
support across the Republican Party, with
his radical beliefs and aggressive behavior
on the Senate floor. Cruz was born in
Canada to an American mother and a
Cuban father, so there will no doubt be
a challenge to his assertion that he is a
natural born United States’ citizen, just
as there was for John McCain in 2008.
Sen. Rand Paul (R-KY) has also
announced his candidacy. A first term
senator from Kentucky, he is the son
of Congressman Ron Paul, and shares
his libertarian beliefs. Although not as
radical as Cruz, Paul will still have some
trouble uniting the party with the Tea
Party stigma attached to his name.
In addition to Clinton,
Cruz, and Paul, official
announcements
are
expected from Sen. Marco
Rubio (R-FL), former
Florida Governor Jeb Bush,
former Texas Governor
Rick Perry, and HewlettPackard
CEO
Carly
Fiorina within the next few
months.

Republican

Erika Johnson
Herald Contributor
The 2016 presidential election is
right around the corner and is off to
an interesting start, as a few contenders
have put their name in the race already.
After much anticipation, Hillary
Clinton announced her candidacy on
Sunday. She is the only Democrat who
has officially announced.
Clinton, after losing the nomination
in 2008, was a successful Secretary of
State under President Barack Obama,
leaving office with a high approval rate.
Throughout her life she has been an
outspoken advocate for human rights,
Internet freedom, and rights and
opportunities for women and girls,
LGBTQQ people, and young people
all around the globe. If she receives the
nomination, she is a serious contender
of being the first female president
of the United States of America, an
achievement that is long overdue.
On the Republican
side, Senator Ted Cruz
and Senator Rand Paul
have officially announced
their candidacies. Both
Cruz and Paul are
conservative Republicans
who are outspoken on
being pro-life and antigay marriage. The issues

they are running on do not reflect the
values of the United States in 2015.
In order to have a legitimate chance at
securing the Oval Office, Republicans
need to focus on major issues facing
our nation; the economy, the middle
class, protecting all Americans, and
stop focusing on antiquated social
policy stances.
While Senator Cruz, Senator Paul,
and Hillary Clinton are the only
candidates to officially announce their
candidacy, there is speculation on who
else will join the race. The New York
Times is expecting Martin O’Malley,
Jim Webb, and Lincoln Chaffee
(former Rhode Island Governor) to
run on the Democrat side, while Jeb
Bush, Scott Walker, Chris Christie,
Mike Huckabee, Marco Rubio, Rick
Santorum, Rick Perry, Bobby Jindal,
Carly Fiorina, and Ben Carson are
all being watched closely on the
Republican side.
This is an exciting time in American
politics and it’s only just
begun. Obama has made
huge progressive strides
during his presidency and
it’s time to continue those
under another Democrat
president. The Democrats
have a strong candidate as
of now and have full faith
in the other prospects.

Democrat

CORRECTION
In the April 9 issue of The Hawks’ Herald, the Republican column in the Political Head-to-Head had a misprint that cut the beginning of the article. The
first paragraph should have read as follows: Last month, Indiana’s Republican Governor Mike Pence signed into law the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act (RFRA). This piece of legislation, similar to the federal Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993 protects the people of Indiana from having their
religious freedoms substantially burdened by the government. This law protects those who choose to cite their religious beliefs as justification for their
commercial actions standing in court when facing a lawsuit.

Letter from family
of late custodian
Joe Rainey
Dear Roger Williams University Staff
& Students,
On Thursday, November 13, 2014,
Joe Rainey, our beloved husband and
father suffered a massive stroke while
working in the Cedar Dorm at RWU.
Unfortunately, thirteen days later Joe
passed away from complications caused
by the stroke.
On that awful day an exchange student
named Hala came to Joe’s rescue and
called for help. We will be eternally
grateful to Hala and thank her for what
she did.
From that day we have been so touched
by the outpouring of love and sympathy
we have received from so many of the
staff and students at RWU. The cards,
flowers and donations to Joe’s Memorial
Scholarship Fund has been both
overwhelming and so comforting.
Joe loved working at RWU and now
we know why first hand. Every night he
had a story to share at dinner about “his
kids” – that’s what he always called them.
Joe loved running into “his kids” around
Bristol and they never failed to stop and
say hi wherever they saw him.
We would like to thank everyone who
came to Joe’s wake and funeral. We would
like to thank the Facilities Management
Team for being such great co-workers
with Joe. We would like to thank the
Human Resources Department for all
their help during this difficult time.
We would like to thank the school
newspaper for their wonderful tribute to
Joe. We would like to thank everyone
who said a prayer, came to visit us, sent
a card, a gift, or a donation these are all
very much appreciated.
But most of all we want to THANK
Joe’s students for all the love they showed
him not just during this awful time but
always. Your parents should be very
proud of you, I know I am.
With much love,
Deb & Marisa Rainey

Historian
to address
graduating class

Troy Robinson
Herald Contributor

Each week, the RWU Photo Club assigns a topic to
photograph, collects student submissions, then votes
on the best one. The winner gets printed in
The Hawks’ Herald!
Last week’s assignment was “Zoomed in photo guessing game”. The winning photograph was taken by
Taylor Bets.
Next week’s assignment is “Shoes, walking, and trails”.
Send submissions to photoclub@g.rwu.edu.

Come join Photo Club!
Meetings held: Mondays at 8 p.m. in GHH G05

Award winning historian Nathaniel
Philbrick was recently announced as
guest speaker and honorary degree
recipient for this year’s commencement
ceremony. This means that graduating
seniors of the class of 2015 will have a
special opportunity to hear one of New
England’s foremost scholars consider the
daunting challenges that may lay in their
future.
Taking Philbrick’s profession into
consideration, students can expect that
analogies will be made to America’s
tumultuous past—from the Pilgrims’
hopeful voyage to a land of uncertainty,
to the Colonists’ spirited rebellion against
the threat of English tyranny.
Hopefully students will be able to grasp
the morals behind Philbrick’s insights.
There is, after all, the risk that students
will choose to tune out the “boring”
subject of history.
Unfortunately, history doesn’t seem to
be a very popular topic among younger
people; perhaps they don’t realize the life
lessons that can be pulled from the past.
When studying past events, places,
and people, we are building a reliable
reference for the future. Students may
learn the advantages of moderation and
tolerance, along with the pitfalls of greed
and prejudice, all from reading a single
chapter in our nation’s history. Philbrick
has the unique ability to bring this
history to life.
Philbrick’s speech is likely to inspire the
newest wave of RWU students who will
be entering the workforce. After listening
to Philbrick’s words, students will
undoubtedly be excited to begin their
journeys into the world at large. Yet, they
will also be proud of the time spent at
Roger Williams University—where their
journeys began.
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Hawks
round up
Team standings
Baseball

Endicott College............................16-10
Curry College..................................12-5
Western New England University....11-11
Gordon College...............................7-12
Wentworth Institute of Technology...11-9
Roger Williams University.............8-16
Salve Regina University...................12-13
Nichols College...............................3-10
Eastern Nazarene College..................8-16

Softball

Western New England University......15-6
Endicott College............................12-11
Salve Regina University...................13-13
University of New England..............14-11
Curry College..................................8-10
Roger Williams University.............9-13
Gordon College...............................6-17
Nichols College...............................6-14
Wentworth Institute of Technology...2-18
Eastern Nazarene College....................1-5

Men’s lacrosse

Western New England University......10-4
Endicott College..............................10-3
Roger Williams University.............10-4
University of New England..................8-7
Wentworth Institute of Technology.....7-6
Salve Regina University.......................5-6
Gordon College.................................5-8
Curry College....................................4-9
Nichols College.................................5-8

Women’s lacrosse

Western New England University......12-1
Endicott College................................9-4
Roger Williams University...............8-4
University of New England..................7-7
Gordon College.................................7-7
Nichols College.................................4-9
Salve Regina University.......................4-8
Curry College....................................5-9
Wentworth Institute of Technology.....3-8

Men’s tennis

Roger Williams University.............10-4
Nichols College...............................12-5
Endicott College................................6-5
Gordon College...............................10-3
Western New England University........6-5
Eastern Nazarene College....................7-5
Wentworth Institute of Technology.....3-7
Curry College....................................0-8
Salve Regina University.....................2-11

Other news and notes
The baseball team went 2-2 over this
past weekend, winning two games against
Salve Regina University and dropping
two home games to Curry College.
The team is now 7-16 on the season
and still looking to make up ground in
the Commonwealth Coast Conference
(CCC).
The softball team went 3-1 over this past
weekend, sweeping two games against
Wentworth Institute of Technology and
winning one of two games against Curry
College. The team is now 9-13 on the
season.
The men’s lacrosse team won 19-7 against
Wentworth Institute of Technology this
past Saturday on the team’s Senior Day.
The team improves to 10-3 on the season
and continues to remain amongst the top
teams in the CCC.
The women’s lacrosse team suffered their
first CCC loss of the season to Western
New England 18-13 on Tuesdauy
afternoon.
The men’s tennis team continued their
stretch of dominant play on Sunday,
when they beat Curry College 9-0. The
team stays undefeated in CCC play and
is the number one seed in the CCC.

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Left: Sophomore Kaelan Rayner pitches during their game against UMass-Dartmouth on Wednesday. Right: Senior Reid Nelson looks to
steal second base during the third inning of the game.

Baseball gets crucial win
against Umass Boston

Connor Casey
Sports Manager

After enduring two tough losses over
the weekend to Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) opponent Curry
College this past Saturday, the Roger
Williams University baseball team
needed to come out and perform against
University of Massachusetts Boston.
They were going to need a complete
game on both sides of the ball, including
an improved performance from their
pitching staff. On Wednesday afternoon,
the team got what they needed.
The Hawks beat Umass Boston 6-1 on
Wednesday afternoon behind a strong
performance from their entire pitching
staff. The team utilized five pitchers
during the nine-inning game, and each
one held his own on the mound. The
team as a whole let up no earned runs
on the afternoon on their way to an
important non-conference victory.
The game started off as a defensive
stalemate, with neither team scoring
until the third inning. Umass Boston
got on the board first, scoring the only
unearned run that the Hawks allowed
for the game. The lead did not last long
though, as the Hawks tied up the game
at 1-1 in the bottom of the third inning.
With players on first and third with only

one out, junior Shawn Cariglio singled
to right field to drive in the first run of
the game for RWU.
As the RWU pitching staff continued
to keep the Umass Boston bats at bay,
the offense picked up their pitchers by
putting some runs on the board. With
senior Reid Nelson on second base and
Cariglio on first, sophomore Bryan
Terzian doubled down the line in left
field, scoring two runs and giving the
Hawks their first lead of the game at 3-1.
Freshman Sam Bennet came out of
the bullpen and gave the Hawks the
shutdown performance on the mound
that they were looking for. After
getting out of a jam in the top of the
fifth inning, Bennet settled down and
pitched three and two thirds innings of
scoreless baseball to keep the Hawks in
the lead. Bennet struck out six batters
and allowed only one hit in his time on
the mound.
“I tried to throw strikes. I left the ball
up a little bit but when I kept it down it
went pretty well,” Bennet said. “[Tyler]
Winters and [Brendan] Telfer came in
behind me and we did good.”
The Hawks added some insurance
runs in the bottom of the eighth inning,
scoring three more runs with the help
of the lack of control from the Umass
Boston pitching staff and some untimely

A perfect day to be a Hawk
All five RWU teams win on Saturday
Connor Casey
Sports Manager

Upcoming games
Baseball vs. Eastern Nazarene College
(DH)
4.18.15 | 12 p.m.
Softball vs. Nichols College (DH)
4.19.15 | 12 p.m.
Women’s lacrosse vs. Nichols College
4.22.15 | 4 p.m.
Men’s lacrosse vs. Nichols College
4.22.15 | 7 p.m.

errors from the Umass Boston infield.
After the Hawks loaded the bases on
two walks and a single, junior shortstop
Kevin Baker drew another walk, scoring
a run for the Hawks and making the
score 4-1. With the bases loaded again,
Nelson hit a ground ball the third base
and the Umass Boston third baseman
committed an error, allowing the fifth
Hawks run to score. With the bases for
a third time in a row and the Hawks
looking to put the game out of reach,
junior Jamie Timothy got hit in the left
arm, plating the sixth and final run of
the game for RWU.
The win improved the team’s record to
8-16 on the season with only nine games
remaining on the schedule before the
CCC Tournament begins. The Hawks
need to finish strong down the stretch
in order to make up some ground in the
conference standings and get themselves
in a good position going into the post
season.
“We have to keep pitching well,
everyone needs to get their job done,”
Bennet said. “We need timely hits and
just to play as a team and we will keep
winning.”
The Hawks will have a quick
turnaround and get back to game action
this afternoon at home against Brandeis
University at 3:30 p.m.

photos via rwuhawks.com

Top: Senior Kyle Bull returns the ball in his match against Curry College.
Bottom: Seniors on the women’s lacrosse team take a picture with Head
Coach Lisa Vogeley

While this past Saturday was one of the nicest
days that we have seen since last summer, it was
also a great day to be a Hawk and root for all of
the sports teams competing. Five Roger Williams
University sports teams competed that day, and
each one of them came away with a victory.
The men’s and women’s lacrosse teams had their
Senior Day ceremony and followed that up with
dominant wins over Curry College. Both teams
scored 19 goals and held their opponent to under
10 goals.
The softball team continued the offensive
dominance in their doubleheader against
Wentworth Institute of Technology that both
lacrosse teams had. In two games on Saturday, the
softball team scored 32 runs on their way to two
lopsided victories.
The men’s tennis team did their part to keep
RWU athletics perfect on the day, as well. The
team took their talents to Milton, Mass., where
they dismantled Eastern Nazarene College
9-0. The Hawks continue to put up impressive
win after impressive win on their way to a 6-0
Commonwealth Coast Conference (CCC) record.
The baseball team rounded out the day with two
much-needed wins over Salve Regina University.
While the other RWU teams won their games with
a heavy dose of offense, the baseball team won
because of their defense. The Hawks held Salve
to two runs over two games while scoring 10 runs
themselves. Junior Tyler Campo and freshman
Jimmy Smith gave up a combined one run over
12 innings.
Regardless of whether or not you follow RWU
athletics, there is no denying the fact that this past
Saturday was a great day for all of the teams on
campus. With spring weather finally showing up
in New England, it looks like the spring sports are
finding their groove.
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CONCUSSIONS: Long-lasting effects
carry into classroom
from page A8

it’s because people are becoming
more cautious and more aware,
not more accident-prone.
“A few years ago, the
NCAA mandated us to have
a concussion policy. The
other thing they said was that
we needed to educate our
athletes…It used to be that
a lot of kids didn’t report [a

When I was
young, I never got
headaches... I got
my first concussion
and now I get them
constantly.
Stefania DelPezzo
Senior, equestian team

concussion] because they just
didn’t know,” he said.
The long-term effects of a
concussion can affect a studentathlete’s life both on the field
and in the classroom.
“The number one thing is,
how do you get someone back
to academics?” King said.
Senior Stefania DelPezzo, a
member of the equestrian team,
has had two minor concussions
from falling off a horse during
her time at RWU. She explained
that her concussions were more
the result of whiplash impact
than from something hitting
her head.
“If you jump a jump before
the horse instead of with the
horse, the horse doesn’t like
that…So I’d get dropped, and
it was on my neck, or on my

back, and my neck would [twist
and] hit the ground, and then:
headache.”
Her most recent concussion
came during finals week last
year.
“I had to do a presentation,
and I warned the teacher and
the class that I had a concussion.
‘Bear with me, I’m not going to
remember the things I have to
say; I’m going to have to look
at my notecards.’ And it was
so difficult,” she said. “It was
so much more difficult than
without a concussion.”
Student Accessibility Services
(SAS) aids concussed students
academically through their
recovery at RWU; SAS may
assist the student with notetaking and private review
sessions, and may allow for
special circumstances (use of a
laptop, more allotted time) for
test-taking.
Keane, who had to take a
leave of absence following her
concussion, still feels its effects
in the classroom as well.
“I’m a journalist. Everything I
do is with a camera, in front of
a computer screen, on Twitter,
on my phone; everything I do
is digital because that’s the way
people consume news and that’s
the way I have to produce it. I
can only do so much. I had to
write a 30-page thesis, and I
could only write a couple pages
at a time before my head hurt
too much from looking at the
screen. I wore sunglasses to class
for a year.”
Years after sustaining a
concussion, symptoms linger
and can affect one’s daily life.

SOFTBALL: Hawks
score just one run
in two games
from page A8

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Sophomore Julianne Vesce makes contact during their game on
Tuesday.

in the fifth inning off of RWU
sophomore pitcher Meredith
Moise.
The Hawks lone run of the
day came in the fourth inning
when junior Chelsea Boulrisse
singled down the right field line
to bring home junior Veronica
Alicea. The Hawks were not
able to mount much more
offense other than the run,
though, and lost game two of
the double header 12-1.
After a weekend that saw two
doubleheaders in back-to-back
days, Maudie says the team
may not have been mentally
prepared to take on Wheaton
on Tuesday.
“I think we just have to come
out with more focus,” Maudie
said. “I think mentally we came
out and made a lot of mistakes.
I know we are better than that.

I haven’t seen us play like that
this year and hopefully I won’t
again.”
The Hawks now look towards
the weekend, where they have a
doubleheader against Gordon
College on Saturday on the road
and then a home doubleheader
against Nichols College on
Sunday. RWU looks to put this
doubleheader against Wheaton
in the past and move along with
the season.
“We have to have a short
memory,” Maudie said. “We
know we are better than this.
We have played really good ball
all year long but this is just sort
of an off day and a off night. We
are not going to dwell on it too
much.”
The Hawks’ doubleheader
at home on Sunday begins at
noon.

illustration by andrew burgess

The shaded areas in the graphic are areas of the brain that are affected when a concussion occurs. Inside
each area are the functions the lobes perform.

“It’s been almost three years,
and I am still not headache
free,” Keane said. “I now have
chronic migraines. One side of
my face is lower than the other
because of damage. Sometimes,
I get lost when I drive.”
Said DelPezzo, “When I was
young, I never got headaches…I
got my first concussion, and
now I get them constantly.”
There’s no surefire way to
prevent concussions. In contact
sports, a helmet can only do so
much. Keane, who wrote her
senior thesis on concussions,
actually found that wearing
soft-sided helmets can lead to

worse injuries than not wearing
one at all, due to the metal in
the side of the helmet. There’s
also the mentality that wearing
a helmet makes an athlete
invincible, which can result in
more and harder contact during
games and practices.
After sustaining a concussion,
a person becomes more
susceptible to getting another
one. Sometimes, a difficult
choice must be made postrecovery: continue your athletic
career, or quit to avoid the risk
of greater injury. DelPezzo has
been able to keep riding. Keane
chose to forgo her senior year

basketball season.
“I had a hernia surgery as
a freshman, the brain injury
where I took off my fall semester,
and then over the summer, I
had shoulder surgery and knee
surgery, both of which were
more complicated than they
thought there were going to
be,” Keane said. “So I donated
my body to the Roger Williams
basketball program. Some
people donate it to science;
I donated to Roger Williams
basketball.”
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Just keep rolling

Hawks earn a victory on Senior Day
Connor Casey
Sports Manager
rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Senior Alana Peoples tags a Wheaton
baserunner during their doubleheader.

Softball
loses big in
doubleheader

Andrew Grassey
Sports Editor

So far this season, Wheaton College
softball has been, well, dominant.
Riding a 14-game win streak going into
their match up against Roger Williams
University, Wheaton has been on top
of their game. On Tuesday, the Hawks
experienced just how good Wheaton can
be.
The Hawks got swept in their doubleheader
18-0 and 12-1 in what ended up being a
disappointing day for the softball team.
The two losses drops the Hawks record to
9-13 overall.
“We could have played better but
Wheaton is a very good team and they hit
very well,” said RWU head coach Joyce
Maudie. “That’s the game, sometimes you
have a tough day and you just have to shake
it off and come back stronger the next time
and learn from it.”
Wheaton combined for 29 hits on the day
while RWU only had five hits in the two
games.
In the first game, junior Meghan Maliga
started for the Hawks and allowed 18 runs
in five innings. Wheaton chipped away in
the first three innings scoring two runs in
the first inning, three runs in the second
inning and then another three runs in
the third inning. In the fourth inning,
Wheaton unleashed.
After a three-run home run, the Hawks
committed three errors and then another
three run home run blew the game out of
the water and made it an 18-0 finish.
Wheaton’s
offensive
dominance
continued in game two as they scored 12
runs, managing to tally three runs in the
fourth inning and then another five runs

see softball, A6

An important part of every successful
sports team is a healthy infusion of
youth and experience. For college
teams, the senior athletes supply the
experience necessary to coach, advise,
and motivate the younger players. That
is not lost on the men’s tennis team,
and the experience of seniors Ryan
Swanson, Zach Bussiere, and Kyle Bull
was recognized this past Tuesday on
Senior Day.
“Their leadership is really just key to
this program,” said freshman Grant
Rosenberg. “They are great leaders and
they put in the time and effort that
seniors should put in.”
The senior leadership combined with
the talent from Rosenberg and the other
non-seniors allowed the Hawks to get
their seventh straight Commonwealth
Coast Conference (CCC) match
against Gordon College 6-3 and remain
perfect in conference play. The team
improved their overall record to 10-4
with only two matches left before the
CCC Tournament.
The Hawks got off on the right foot,
winning two of the three doubles
matches and taking a 2-1 team lead.
After Swanson and junior captain
Eric Laboissonniere lost their doubles
match 8-0, the doubles pair of Bussiere
and Bull put the Hawks on the board
with an 8-4 win. Rosenberg and junior
Jonah Schwartz soon followed suit with
8-3 win at the third doubles position.
The Hawks found themselves going
into the singles matches in a familiar
position, being on the advantage.
Once in the singles round, the Hawks
took control of the match. Swanson
and Schwartz quickly took care of
their opponents, winning 6-0, 6-2 and
6-2, 6-1 respectively. At that point the
Hawks had taken a 4-1 lead for the
team scores and only needed one more
win to clinch a victory. Rosenberg gave
the team that final win with a 6-4, 6-1
victory. With the team win in the books
for the Hawks, there was nothing left to
do but cheer on their teammates that
were still battling for their individual
victories. Laboissonniere eventually fell
to his opponent 6-3, 6-2 after a long,
hard-fought battle and Bussiere had to
retire in his match due to thigh cramps
at the tail end of the match. Bull had
one of the more intense matches of the
day, coming back to win the match after

losing the first set. Down one set, Bull
took control of the match, winning the
next set 6-3. Since the team match was
already decided, Bull and his opponent
went into a tie-breaking third set, where
Bull won 10-0.
This marked the seventh straight
victory for the Hawks against CCC
opponents. With only one CCC game
left on the schedule, the team is one
win away from finishing with a perfect
regular season record against all of their
possible playoff opponents. Head coach
Barry Gorman said that having this
kind of regular season success against
the teams in their conference gives his
team confidence going forward.
“It really gives us that confidence to
know going in that if we come out and
play our game that we can beat anyone,”

Gorman said. “It lets us know that we
can do this. It is kind of in our control
and we have to step up and play well.”
With only two matches left in the
regular season, the Hawks look to
continue to gather momentum going
into the CCC Tournament. The team
is currently on a four-game win streak
and will look to take that streak into
the postseason. The Hawks have CCC
Championship aspirations this season,
and taking a winning streak into the
CCC Tournament will only boost the
team’s confidence.
The Hawks get back to game action
on Saturday, April 18 in Boston,
Mass. against Wentworth Institute of
Technology in their final CCC match
of the year at 12 p.m.

liam shuford/the hawks’ herald

Freshman Justin Macaluso serves during their match against Gordon on Tuesday.

part two: sports medicine series

Head safety sparks conversation
RWU athletes are not free from the effects of concussions
Stephanie Nisbet
Herald Contributor

photo via rwu equestrian facebook

Senior Stefania Delpezzo competes as part of the RWU Equestrian team. Delpezzo suffered a concussion
when her horse bucked her off while going over a jump.

On Nov. 10, 2012, Amanda
Keane took an elbow to the
nose in a preseason basketball
scrimmage. Her nose broke, but
after some fixing up, she went
back into the game. Two days
later, she took a shoulder to the
side of the head at the tail end of
a practice. As she was stretching
to cool down, she looked over at
the other players on the court.
In that moment, Keane realized
that she could not remember
her teammates’ names.
That night, Keane’s roommate
tossed a Nerf ball to her. It
wasn’t until after it hit Keane in
the face and fell to the ground
that she reacted and tried to
catch it.
“[My roommate] started
laughing, and then she looked
at me and was like, oh no. That
was…not you goofing around.
That was not good,” Keane said.
The concussion was worse
than
everyone
thought.
Initially, Keane wasn’t expected

to be out for more than a week
or two. She ended up missing
the entirety of her sophomore
basketball season as well as a
semester of school.
A concussion is a brain injury
that can range in severity from
minor to traumatic. The NCAA
lists football, men’s lacrosse,
men’s and women’s ice hockey,
and women’s soccer as the
sports where concussions are
most common, but there is
a risk with any contact sport
in sustaining such an injury.
Symptoms of a concussion can
include headaches, migraines,
nausea, dizziness, confusion,
forgetfulness, and sensitivity to
light and sound. The duration
of these symptoms will vary
from person to person, but
no matter the severity of the
concussion, it is crucial that it’s
cared for properly.
The number of concussion
diagnoses has been on the rise
in recent years, and RWU head
athletic trainer Josh King says

see concussions, A6
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ON THE BAY
A visit from the Dominican Republic

Students and faculty bridge gap between Rhode Island and
the Caribbean with abroad programs

courtesy victor galvan

Top: A blowfish smiles for the camera on a dive near the coral reefs. Bottom: Students work with coral and other species underwater in the nurseries to help rehabilitate some of the
delicate marine life.

Shana Sims
On the Bay Editor
The Dominican Republic
may seem an ocean away from
Roger Williams University, but
it’s more than just a tourist
destination.
Last winter intersession,
Assistant Professors Paola Prado
and Autumn Quezada-Grant
led a group of students on a
study abroad intersession in
the Dominican Republic and
Haiti. While they reported
and learned about this island,
they stopped to tour the Punta
Cana Ecological Foundation.
This is an organization that has
been working for years to help
improve the quality of marine
life in the region, with projects
that regrow coral and study
other species.
Last Thursday, Victor Galvan,
a marine biologist and member

of the foundation, visited the
Roger Williams University
campus to meet with students
and talk about environmental
concerns that span the globe.
University
trustee
Frank
Raineiri is directly involved
with the foundation, and put
the two groups in contact on
the trip.
“Knowing that RWU does
similar programs as we do, with
clams and oysters instead of
corals, we thought that you guys
would be a great resource to
have available for interactions,”
Galvan said.
Galvan has been in contact
with University trustee Arlene
Violet, who arranged his visit
and is interested in setting up a
semester study abroad program
for marine biology students at
RWU. It’s these connections
that inspire each study abroad
program that we have at RWU,

Album debut

Junior Andrew Moore drums on
a new album and talks musical
inspiration.

PAGE B2

and which allow students to
study around the world.
Galvan has always been
interested in the sciences, ever
since he and his family moved
to Southern California from
Jalisco, Mexico. In 2008, the
Peace Corps brought him to the
Dominican Republic, where he
finished his masters in molecular
biology and developed a passion
for their environment. Working
in Punta Cana, Galvan spends
most of his days out on the
water, diving and cultivating
coral nurseries underwater.
“I love the applied science,”
Galvan said. “People come up
with new ideas and get results,
and a lot of times they just kind
of die after they get published
or become general knowledge,
but a lot of the stuff that we
come up with, we can try it out
right away.”
Galvan explained how vital

the coral reefs are to the
Dominican Republic. The coral
is what makes up the white
sandy beaches, which is the
primary reason that tourists
visit the country every year. The
main source of revenue for the
Dominican Republic is tourism.
Without those beautiful corals
to snorkel above, and white
sandy beaches to lounge on,
they lose their attraction and
their economic stability.
“You’re looking at clams that
were here before which were
really efficient at cleaning the
bay, and when those disappeared
the bay started declining in
quality. And now their efforts
are trying to bring those back
and to improve the quality of the
bay because it’s a reliable source
of jobs for you. It impacts your
community,” Galvan said. “So
for us, it’s the same thing, it’s
just a different organism. If we
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don’t take care of the coral reefs
and those natural resources...
we’re going to start losing the
number one attraction to a
country that depends a lot on
tourism. Although one is in the
Caribbean and the tropics, and
one is freezing up here in the
winter months, we still have the
same issues.”
The program is currently
looking for students and
graduates to work at their
facility. These issues are global,
whether it’s clams in the
Narragansett Bay or corals in
the Caribbean. Doing as much
as we can to reduce our own
carbon footprints is important,
but for some, diving down and
helping the coral is time well
spent.
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Student drums his way onto new album released Tuesday
Shana Sims
On the Bay Editor
Sitting outside the WQRI
booth, junior Andrew Moore
stood up from his chair to see
if anyone was in the booth,
excited that Mark Twain came
on.
Ever since he began playing
drums in his church band in
Middletown, Conn., Moore
has had an undeniable passion
for music. Today, he’s got his
name on two albums and has
traveled across half the country
on tours.
With two friends from home,
Moore started writing songs,
playing drums, and singing.
Three years ago, Off the Trolley
was born and in January, they
became the proud parents of
their album, I’m Not Losing
My Mind.
“It was kind of a long time
coming,” Moore said.
Their album was a mix of
indie and alternative rock
sounds, all original tracks that
they had been writing since
high school. With this growing,
Moore started to get some
attention from other bands. He
got a small taste of professional
performing before the gig lost
steam, and knew he had to
continue.
“I was like, ‘I need to do a
show,’ I got so close to it. And
then it was just a matter of
finding the right people to jam
with,” Moore said.
Last summer, Moore toured
with a band called Hodera
for three weeks. He traveled
half the country, met some of

his musical idols, and made
invaluable contacts in the music
world.
“It was the greatest thing I’ve
ever done in my life,” Moore
said. “It was living out of a van
and trailers. Just the people
you get to meet and hang out
with were amazing. The whole
experience was just so eyeopening.”
On Tuesday, Auburn Row
released their album The
World Outside, with Moore
as the drummer. The album is
available on iTunes, Spotify,
and Amazon.
For aspiring musicians, Moore
knows the struggle of sticking
to your guns.
“It’s incredibly hard to do
full time. You have to be very
dedicated … You almost have
to be out of your mind. But if
it’s your passion, do it,” Moore
said.
Currently, Moore fills in for a
lot of bands locally. He performs
in the musicals on campus,
as well as off campus. He’s
involved with the Musician’s
Guild on campus and plays with
other students in his spare time.
He does shows and recording
work whenever he can, and
tries to balance it all with being
a historic preservation major.
Even with his parents not in
complete support of his plan to
do music full time, he wants to
keep performing and recording
for his main job.
“Whatever your passion is,
put 100 percent towards it,”
Moore said.
courtesy andrew moore

Notes from the Netherlands
Eats across Europe

One of the most exhilarating
aspects of traveling to
different countries is trying
new foods; there is no better
way to immerse yourself into
the culture than enjoying
authentic snacks and dishes
native to your destination.
While it may be something
you have never even heard
of before, don’t be afraid to
broaden your horizons, dive
in, and most likely satisfy your
taste buds.
In every country I’ve visited
during my time abroad so far,
I have tried to eat at least one
of their well-known dishes,
and sometimes two or three.
The following is a list of my
favorite foods that I have tried,
and that I would recommend

to anyone who has the chance
to visit these countries.
France: baguettes, crepes,
and escargots
The French have always been
known and proud of their
decadent ways of cooking.
During my time in France,
I didn’t exactly sit down
and have a gourmet meal at
any point, but I did enjoy a
few of their smaller dishes.
One of these was a Baguette
sandwich; I observed that the
French spent their time sitting
in parks enjoying a baguette
and a glass of wine, so that is
exactly what I did and it was
delightful.
Another one of the must
try foods in France are
crepes; they sell them on the

ashley williams/the hawks’ herald

streets and they are simply
irresistible. I got a banana and
Nutella crepe and stood under
the twinkling Eiffel Tower,
which was perfect. And last
but not least, escargots.
I absolutely couldn’t leave
France without a serving of it.
I was a little hesitant to eat it
at first, but it ended up being
amazing.
Belgium: waffles, obviously
In the United States, you can
walk into any breakfast diner
and get a large stack of Belgian
waffles, but I guarantee you
none of them are as delicious
as a real Belgian waffle. The
waffles in Belgium have sugar
cubes all throughout them;
they are sweet and fluffy, and
frankly don’t even need any
further toppings.
While I did eat quite a few
waffles in Belgium, I also fit in
a traditional mussels and fries
meal. The reason that it is a
popular dish there is because
it originated in Belgium. It
was also delicious, although
eating seafood made me miss
being in the Ocean State.
Austria: Weiner Schnitzel
We’ve all heard of it before,
but it’s always been more of
a laughing matter than the
actual delicious plate that
it is. Wiener Schnitzel is a
thin slice of veal covered in
breadcrumbs and fried. It’s
usually served with a side of
potatoes and a salad. Besides
filet mignon, it was some
of the best meat I have ever

tasted in my life. I am not
ashamed to admit that I ate
it three times during my three
days spent in Austria.
Hungary: soup, soup, and
more soup
It may come to a surprise,
at least it did for me, but
Hungary is a soup-eating
nation. While it isn’t the
only thing they are excellent
at cooking, it is the thing
I enjoyed the most while I
was there. Two of their most
famous, and my personal
favorites, are their National
Hungarian Stew and their
Hungarian Goulash Soup. I
hope I find another time in
my life to go back and have
just one more bowl of their
delicious stew.
Not only do I feel lucky
for having the opportunity
to travel to all these amazing
countries, but to also have
the chance to try all of these
different and delicious foods;
enjoying a nice plate of
overwhelmingly good food
really does bring a type of
happiness to a person.

Ashley Williams
Herald Foreign
Correspondant
Junior studying abroad this
semester in the Netherlands.

Roger
Williams
University
1 Old Ferry
Road
Bristol, R.I.
02809
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French Film Festival
Foreign movies bring a new
cultural experience to RWU
Kate Mitchell
Herald Reporter
Last week, Roger Williams
University partnered with the
Rhode Island International
Film Festival for the third
annual presentation of the
Tournées French Film Festival
on campus.
For this celebration, a selection
of six French motion pictures
were featured in the Mary Tefft
White Center of the University
Library and Global Heritage
Hall during the evenings from
April 7 to April 11.
The festival commenced
with the appearance of 2013
award-winning comedy “Quai
D’Orsay”, which was followed
by “Le Cousin Jules,” “Dans la
Maison,” and “La Venus à la
Fourrure,” along with Academy
Award nominee films “Ernest
& Celestine” and “La Grande
Illusion.”
The theme of this year’s film
presentation was “Connecting
Through Storytelling,” in which
each of the chosen masterpieces
exhibited a relatable story line
with unidealized characters
depicted to be struggling from
universal burdens such as social
oppression and isolation.
Among the spectators for
last week’s celebration was
sophomore Ally Weiner, a
marketing major with a double
minor in web development

and French. Weiner began
studying the French language
when she was in middle school
and continued to improve
her fluency in advanced level
courses once she reached high
school. When she arrived at
RWU as a freshman in the fall of
2013, Weiner decided to pursue
a minor in the language because
she believed that it would
compliment her academic and
professional goals as well as
provide her with a well-rounded
perspective.
Attending Wednesday night’s
presentation of 1937 film “La
Grande Illusion”, Weiner was
able to apply her knowledge
of the French language to the
visual experience, as well as
observe a foreign production in
its entirety for the first time.
“I found the film to be very
interesting,” Weiner said. “I
went to the showing because
I wanted to become more
involved with the French culture
and see if I could understand
what they [the actors] were
saying.”
Before her introduction to
“La Grande Illusion,” Weiner’s
exposure to foreign films
had been scarce. Other than
viewing French dubbed Disney
films while in middle school
and occasionally catching
a few short clips of French
performance on the internet,
Weiner had never taken the
opportunity to engross herself

in a film with foreign dialect.
Her attendance at the Tournées
Film Festival marked her first
experience viewing a film that
was originally produced in
France, and directed and cast by
those affiliated with the country.
Many students like Weiner got
this opportunity to experience
a language in a new way, and
to immerse themselves in the
culture.
Directed by Jean Renoir in
1937, “La Grande Illusion”
is a critically acclaimed film
that has received a great deal
of recognition in Europe since
the time of its release and is
now looking to expand to larger
audiences across the world.
Within the first several years
of the film’s creation it had
become well-recognized and
was honored as the recipient
of multiple prestigious awards
such as the Best Foreign Film
by the New York Critics
Circle Awards in 1938, the
Best Artistic Ensemble by the
Venice Film Festival in 1937,
and the Official Selection of the
Academy Awards in 1938.
After her viewing of this
esteemed cultural piece, Weiner
states that she is enthusiastic
about the idea of viewing more
foreign films and is anxiously
looking forward to seeing other
French works.

What do you want
to see?
On the Bay features real students,
professors, and other people on campus
who are doing great things. If you know
someone or an organization with a great
story or something to say, let us know! We
want to hear from you.

courtesy roving eye film festival

International
films come
to Roger

Don’t miss these
acclaimed films coming
right to campus
Shana Sims
On the Bay Editor
The
Rhode
Island
International Film Festival is
celebrating its 10th Annual
Roving Eye International Film
Festival April 12 – 19th at
Roger Williams University.
The Roving Eye International
Film Festival is a celebration
of film, arts and culture. Along
with presentations, there will
be panel discussions. Katherine
Quinn, steven Feinberg, Chris

Sparling, Anya Leta, Dr. Paola
Prado, Ankar Vikal, Eric Latek,
Michele Meek, Alice Cross,
Rev. Nancy Soukup and Shawn
Quirk are this year’s guest
panelists for the festival.
In preparation for the Roving
Eye International Film Festival,
17 RWU students in George T.
Marshall’s Curation and Film
Festival Production class spent
the spring semester looking at
about 500 films from Flickers.
Through this process, they
created the Roving Eye Festival.

A Celebration of RWU Student Creativity and Talent
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
GHH Atrium
April 16

Sport Documentary Showcase

1 p.m.
Mary Teft White Cultural Center, University Library
April 16

The Creative Process in 90 Minutes
3:30 p.m.
GHH G01
April 16

Short Film Showcase

1 p.m.
Mary Tefft White Cultural Center, University Library
April 17

Tweet us at
@thehawksherald
Email is at

thehawksherald@gmail.com

The Jewish Experience

1 p.m.
3 p.m.
Mary Teft White Cultural Center, University Library
April 19

Music and Art as Catalysts for Change
5:30 p.m.
GHH G01
April 19

Closing Night Reception
7:30 p.m.
GHH Atrium
April 19
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Hawk happenings

Roger at Prayer
A new opportunity for prayer,
intercession, meditation on
campus. All are welcome, no
matter where you are on your
spiritual journey.
Details: Thursdays
12 p.m.
Intercultural Center
(Multipurpose Room)
East Meets West: Yoga/
Meditation
This class is designed for new
and intermediate yoga students.
Please wear comfortable clothing
and feel free to bring a mat or a
towel. Recreation mats will also
be available.
Details: Thursdays
12:10 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Campus Recreation Center
(Dance Studio B)
Christian Ecumenical
Worship
Join members of RWU’s
Christian community as they
gather for prayer, reflection,
and a simple celebration of
Communion on Sundays. All
are welcome to this service, no
matter where you are on your
journey.
Details: Sundays
4 p.m.
GHH 200
Catholic Mass on Campus
Join the Catholic Campus
Ministry for weekly Mass on
campus.
Details: Sundays
6 p.m.
GHH 206
Roving Eye Film Festival
A Celebration of RWU Student
Creativity and Talent
10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
GHH Atrium
April 16
Sport Documentary Showcase
1 p.m.
Mary Teft White Cultural
Center, University Library
April 16

The Creative Process in 90
Minutes
3:30 p.m.
GHH G01
April 16
Short Film Showcase
1 p.m.
Mary Tefft White Cultural
Center, University Library
April 17
The Jewish Experience
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
Mary Teft White Cultural
Center, University Library
April 19

Music and Art as Catalysts for
Change
5:30 p.m.
GHH G01
April 19
Closing Night Reception
7:30 p.m.
GHH Atrium
April 19
Poetry Reading and Book
Signing with Amish Trivedi
RWU faculty member of
writing studies, Amish Trivedi,
reads “Sound/Chest,” a book he
published recently.
Details: April 16
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
GHH G01
Theatre Main Season
Series IV: “the 25th Annual
Putnam County Spelling
Bee”
A Tony Award Winning comedy
about young tweens whose
goal is to achieve a spelling
championship; hilarious and
toughing.
Details: April 17 - 19
Tickets $10 general, $5 students
and seniors
7:30 p.m.
Performing Arts Center
Last
week’s
answer:

Alive! Arts Series: Martinu
String Quartet
Formed in 1976 by students of
the Prague Conservatory, the
MartinuQuartet was named to
honor Bohuslav Martinu, one
of Czech’s greatest composers.
RWU music professor Elliot
Miles McKinley is featured
in their latest album. This
performance is free and open to
the public.
Details: April 19
2 p.m.
GHH Atrium
Student Academic
Showcase and Honors
Students showcase their scholarly
and creative work for their peers
to see. Work will be displayed all
week. Details: April 20 - 21
8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
GHH, SAAHP, University
Library
Gagliardi Distinguished
Seminar Series: Donna
Nelson, Univeristy of
Oklahoma
Distinguished Professor of
Chemistry at University of
Oklahoma Dr. Donald Nelson
delivers lecture titled “From
‘Breaking Bad’ to the President of
ACS: My Experiences as Science
Advisor to ‘Breaking Bad’ on
the Way to Becoming President
of one of the World’s Premier
Scientific Communities.”
Details: April 20
5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
FCAS 157
CEN Spring Week
“Rogeritaville”: “Big Hero
6”
Eat curly fries, mac & cheese, and
chicken tenders while watching
the movie “Big Hero 6.”
Details: April 20
8 p.m.
FCAS 157
Blue Man Group Getaway
Join CEN and watch the Blue
Man Group in Boston, Mass.
Details: April 21
5:30 p.m.
Bus leaves from Campus
Recreation Center
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Sudoku

Fill in the grid so that every row, column, and
box contains the numbers 1 through 9

Campus
clues
This week’s riddle:
You may have seen me
running naked around
campus,
I’m not ashamed
of my fur.

Tweet us the answer at
@thehawksherald
The answer will be
printed in the next issue
Last week: Hawk Dollars

Hawk’s Eye
OLD FERRY
WOOD
HOPE
STATE
MAIN
METACOM
CHESTNUT
GOODING

GRISWOLD
BRISTOL
FERRY
BOYDS
HIGH
FRANKLIN
BAYVIEW
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What’s ‘appening? Horoscopes:
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Thursday, April 16
ARIES

LIBRA

March 21- April 19

Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

The first signs of spring are popping
up like daisies. Take advantage of
the weather and get some vitamin
D. It may be just what you need
this week.

You’re starting to get cabin fever,
or library fever. Take your work
outside. You can stay on top of
your work while sitting in the grass
and getting some fresh air.

TAURUS

SCORPIO

April 20 - May 20

Stop worrying about that test or
project that’s been looming over
your head and tackle it. This is the
week to get it started and make sure
that you do your best.

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

Why are you stressing so much?
Your classes are all going well and
your life is virtually drama-free.
Take some time to walk down to
the water or relax with your friends.

GEMINI

SAGITTARIUS

May 21 - June 20

Is there someone who’s been on
your mind a little too much lately?
If you keep running into them at
the gym or maybe in a class, now is
the time to say something.

85%

Dogfish Head

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

No one is a mind reader. Stop being
passive aggressive and tell people
what’s up, or they’re never going
to be able to help you through it.
Reach out and you’ll be glad you
did.

CANCER

60 minute IPA

CAPRICORN

June 21 - July 22

You’ve been skipping a lot of social
events lately. It’s good to catch up
on work and sleep, but make sure
you don’t miss out on the college
experience. The next time you get
an invite, go!

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

You forgot your friend’s birthday,
the assignment that was due in
class, and almost an important
interview. Start organizing with
reminders on your phone or notes
in your agenda.

LEO

AQUARIUS

July 23 - Aug. 22

illustration by shana sims

Shana Sims
On the Bay Editor
If you walk into 1776, grab
the same bottle of wine or six
pack from the same spot and
head out, you’re doing it wrong.
Now, I’m not putting down
Barefoot or Bud Light, I know
we’re college students on a
budget. But there’s a better way
to enjoy your beer and wine.

Of course, there is an app for
that. Next Glass allows you to
track your taste in beer and wine
by building you a personal taste
profile based on what you like.
Scan any label of a beverage in
the store and the app will tell
you if you’ll like it. The app can
even give you suggestions on
something you’ve never tried
before, and your phone will
also tell you the calories, sugar

content, and alcohol level of
any drink you’d like to try. You
can even connect with friends
and see what they recommend,
or share your own on social
media.
Stop trying new bottles only to
end up hating them. Let Next
Glass pick your next glass by
knowing your specific tastes.

Looking forward to jobs and
internships is always a good idea,
but that doesn’t mean you should
forget to live in the now. Enjoy
being a student before you have to
enter the real world.

Jan. 20 - Feb 18

Thinking about going abroad in
the future? Whether it’s a semester
or a job post-grad, look into it
further. It just might be the perfect
opportunity for you.

VIRGO

PISCES

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Your week has been full of first
world problems. This week, try to
focus on what you have and stop
complaining when the Starbucks
line is a little too long.

Feb. 19 - March 20

The gym isn’t always the most
inviting place, and it’s hard to
get yourself in shape when you’re
feeling self conscious. Try to focus
on the positive and be proud of
yourself for staying healthy.

Reduce, reuse, RWU

All natural and organic: Are you being greenwashed?
Sidney Finan
Herald Contributor
There has been a tremendous
increase in environmental
consciousness in recent years.
This is true for individuals
and
corporations
alike,
but
unfortunately
many
corporations have figured out
how to make a lot of green from
going green. It is important
to note that while several
admirable companies have
been able to see past the payout
and have instead focused on
bringing
their
consumers
truly sustainable products,
this is not the case for all of
them. Unfortunately, a great
number of companies use their
authority to consciously mislead
consumers into believing they
are purchasing products that
are far more environmentally
sustainable than they actually
are by labeling them as green.
This is called greenwashing and
it’s happening a lot more than
many people realize.

With Earth Day just around
the
corner,
conversations
regarding the environment
and sustainability seem to be
everywhere. Phrases like “green”,
“natural”, or “earth friendly”
show up in conversations and
on our products. It can be
overwhelming to try to decode
these words and figure out
which products are the real deal
and which products are just
trying to greenwash us, but here
are a few tips to help you stay
away from pseudo-sustainable
products.
1. Be skeptical: Companies
will label products with a
number of words and phrases
that intentionally mislead us to
believe that they are sustainable.
The fact is that most of these
words are vague and are not
regulated so companies face no
repercussions for lying to their
consumers. You’ll probably
recognize some of these most
commonly used buzzwords:
green, organic, renewable, low
impact, earth friendly, and

natural.
2. Examine the packaging:
Ask yourself whether or not
the packaging is sustainable. If
a product truly is green then it
will most likely have minimal
packaging or will be made from
recycled materials. Check out
the packaging and try to avoid
products that are wrapped with
a lot of plastics, styrofoam, or
excessive cardboard.
3. Do your research: Whether
you are skeptical about certain
products or you are just trying
to find companies that stay true
to their sustainability efforts, do
your research. A quick Google
search is all that it takes.
While there is reason to be
skeptical about the true greenness of products, we can start to
demand change for sustainable
products by utilizing these tips
to avoid greenwashing.

illustration by shana sims
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Question of the week

What was your favorite childhood toy or game?

Connor Byrne | SENIOR

Elizabeth Panzarino | SENIOR

Brad Positan | SENIOR

“Matchbox toy cars because
I was obsessed with cars.”

“Legos because my brothers
would play with me.”

“Legos because I liked
building houses.”

Chris Brown | SENIOR
“Brio trains because I like
trains.”

Jordan Ruzizka | SENIOR
“Books because that’s what
my life was about.”

Alex Delalla | JUNIOR
“Ninja turtles because they
were cool.”
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#TBT
What were your favorite foods to stack your lunch box with?
These ones are no longer available, but will bring back
memories of childhood lunchtime.
Oreo Os
EZ-Squirt Ketchup

Dunk-A-Roos

Wonder Ball
Surge

French toast crunch

Trix shaped like actual fruit

Artist of the week

Senior writes his own college story
Kate Tufts
Herald Reporter
Junior Kevin Marchand can
tell a great story. Growing up
in Canton, Mass., Marchand
had an imagination that never
stopped.
“As a kid I just sat there and
came up with stories and wrote
them down on paper and read
them to my parents. I loved
trying to bring new worlds to
life,” Marchand said.
The love of story-telling
has stayed with Marchand
throughout his life. Fiction
writing is Marchand’s niche,
and he even brings that specialty
to writing poetry. Where most
people use words to work off of
each other to get their message
across, Marchand tries to tell a
story in his poetry. Although
fairly new to the poetry world,
he originally got into the art
by attending a poetry slam on
campus. He enjoyed it, and
Marchand has now appeared in
the past two poetry slams.
As a creative writing and
English
literature
double
major, Marchand is constantly
surrounded by stories. He
is not only involved in the
Mount Hope literary magazine,
but he also helped create his
own literary website called
sippycupmagazine.com. He is
the story editor, while his friend
is the poetry editor.
“Originally we were trying
to get submissions from

undergrads who were just
starting out like ourselves,
but we ended up getting
submissions from a lot of other
people, too. I had almost 100
fiction submissions that I had
to read in about a month,”
Marchand said.
He also just finished writing a
fiction novel, which he is in the
process of revising.
Any person who has written
something knows the roller
coaster of emotions that comes
with putting their work out
into the public sphere. The fear
of rejection can be so strong for
some people that they never
share their work. Marchand
was very persistent in his advice
for writers who want to go
somewhere with their writing.
“Just send out your stuff, you
are never going to get anywhere
unless you put your stuff out
there. You just have to have
some confidence in your work,”
he said.
Marchand decided to put
himself out there and send out
his work, and it paid off. Last
semester, two of his short stories
were accepted into a literary
magazine. This is a start to his
career with writing, which he
hopes will continue with going
to graduate school for creative
writing.
“I love stories. I love listening
to stories, I love telling stories,”
Marchand said.
Wherever life takes him, he
knows that stories will always
be a part of the journey.

andrew burgess/the hawks’ herald

Senior Kevin Marchand expresses himself through poetry and creative writing.

